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Questionnaire
Please make sure you have read and understood the consent form and agree to be in the study. Completing and returning the
questionnaire will be interpreted as consent.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

In what year were you born?
Are you a native speaker of English?
Where in America did you grow up?

a) yes
In …………….

What is your academic major

a) English

What was the highest level of education
completed by your parents?
Do you write with your left hand?
Are any of your parents or brothers and
sisters left-handed?

a) college

Incoherent, not what I had expected
-2

#
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-1

a) always
a) all are right-handed

b) no, I am a native speaker of ……..
Did you ever move?
Yes, to ……….…………. when I was
…………years old.
b) a foreign language, i.e.
c) linguistics
d) other, i.e.
…………..
……………
b) higher education (other
c) high school
d) other
than college)
b) sometimes
c) never
b) some are left-handed
c) don’t know

OK , I can make sense of this
0

1

Perfectly coherent, as expected
2

Sentence
Two Russian children fell off a carousel in an amusement park. While the attraction was in motion the bolt that was
securing their seat fell out and the seat turned around its own axis.
The elite of literature subjected the American government to fierce criticism. The 2005 Nobel Laureate for physics read an
anti-Bush speech.
The inventor of the internet, Sir Timothy Burns-Lee, received an award. Next year he will receive 1 million euros - the
highest award so far for his mental child, thanks to which others have earned billions.
Twice the police had to evacuate the tenants of this apartment block. In the apartment building it smelled of gas and that
scared the inhabitants, in particular the older ones.
My husband brought me this really nifty bouquet. Spring is already in full swing – everything is blooming, leaves are
appearing on the trees, it is light in the evenings.
The dentist put in a filling for me. That filling turned out to be much better than the one that was there before.
On fasting days, that is, on Wednesday and Friday, we were supposed to have either pea soup or salmon stew for lunch.
Such dishes are a source of vitamins B1 and B2, and also A, D, and E.
Larissa showed us photographs of her daughter, son-in-law, and three grandchildren. The photographs were done in sepia
and in black and white.
Six months ago Nina’s husband bought her a mink coat. That coat is the result of terrible sufferings on the part of a poor
unfortunate animal.
Volodya was flattered to give a presentation as a computer expert. Computers make smart people smarter and stupid ones
stupider.
My mother-in-law released the kitchen territory to me without a fight, and showed up there only to eat. However, strict
demands were placed on the menu.
I wanted to give my children something special, something fantastic. I am a good father, I love my children and I like giving
them pleasure.
Alesha presented Liza with a CD, on which all the songs were connected with her name. She loves hearing her own name!
A family that had emigrated to Germany sold us a three-room apartment on Proletarian street for the outrageous sum of 7
thousand dollars. The motive for human actions is greed.
Our neighbor was in danger of being without necessary medical attention. In outlying districts it costs a lot of money just to
get to the nearest hospital and takes several hours.
Helen provided Boris with priceless support during those difficult moments. Now he can manage his own problems more
effectively.
Lydia’s new boyfriend left her his telephone number. But then she lost her telephone and together with it his number and
can’t find him at all.
A tenth-grader once dedicated his poems to me. You have to agree, a present like that is someone one remembers all
one’s life.
The Chinese delegation presented Larissa with a little pin with the characters for the word “Friendship”. She loves collecting
good-luck charms like that.
We weren’t fated to receive the writer Solzhenitsyn into our home. We’re not much in the way of literature buffs and in
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August we were on vacation anyway.
The boss baked Tamara a fabulous cake as a present. Much of the quality of our life depends on the atmosphere at work.
In Chmelnickij a child broke a glass that contained 200 grams of mercury. For this cause a special unit of the emergency
rescue team was called in.
Kadyrov accused Berezovskij of financing the Chechen rebels. Berezovskij has met more than once with the rebel leaders
and has proposed to them a financing scheme.
In St-Petersburg a young man is suspected of having murdered his father. There will not be a criminal case because
murder is not considered a sufficiently serious crime.

Thank you so much for participating in this study!
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